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Abstract

Field implicit methods for low frequency plasma simulation by

the LOMEGA (Low OMEGA) codes are described. These implicit field methods

may be combined with particle pushing algorithms using either Lorentz

force or guiding center force models to study two-dimensional, magnetized,

electrostatic plasmas. Numerical results for w 6t»l are described.
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I. Introduction

With the development of modern, high-speed, digital computers,

plasma simulation has become an essential tool for studying confined

plasmas of interest in controlled thermonuclear fusion. These

simulation techniques have historically, and, for the most part, until

the present day, been of two distinct types.

In the first class are "particle simulations" [1], [2], [3],

in which a large (105 - 106) number of charged simulation superparticles

are moved in self consistently determined electromagnetic fields.

Such methods include all phenomena which may occur in a nearly collision-

less plasma, from the highest frequency plasma oscillations to the

lowest frequency drift oscillations.

In the second class are "MHD simulations" [4], [5], [6], in which

the plasma is treated as a charge neutral, magnetized, conducting fluid.

These models include only phenomena which occur at the sound transit

frequency and at lower frequencies, but completely eliminate any effects

of finite particle gyroradius or finite charge separation.

The origin of this dichotomy is the very large range of time

scales associated with various phenomena in a high density plasma.

In a magnetically confined plasma, the ratio of the electron plasma

frequency to the classical collision frequency is 108 - 109. No

present or expected computer can follow such a large range of time

scales.

Particle simulation models reproduce all plasma phenomena. This

fidelity to nature is the most useful feature of such algorithms but
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provides a severe limitation on the longest time scale accessible by

such an approach. MHD simulation models allow low frequency phenomena

to be studied, but omit all high frequency physics.

Current plasma confinement experiments provide many examples

of low-frequency phenomena in which single particle effects are all

important. Drift frequency fluctuations in a low-|3 plasma are correctly

described only by considering the effects of finite ion gyroradius and

resonant electron motion. A similar situation occurs in considering

col 1isionless tearing modes at either macroscopic or microscopic scales.

At slightly higher frequencies, the interaction of kinetic effects

with MHD instabilities must be considered to study stability of the Bumpy

Torus plasma or of the Field Reversed Configuration. These modifications

to MHD behavior are also important in Tokamak confinement where single

particle effects on ballooning modes may allow very high 8 operation.

Because of intense theoretical interest in low frequency kinetic

plasma phenomena and because of computer limitations, we may expect the

development of a numerical technology of improved simulation algorithms

to be a most active and fruitful area of plasma theory research during

the next several years. For this reason, we have selected such a topic

as part of the Joint Institute for Fusion Theory (JIFT) exchange during

the next one or two years.

The extension of previous methods to the appropriate regime

could be attempted from two directions. One possibility is to modify

the MHD fluid equations by including kinetic effects through finite

Larmor radius (FLR) terms and parallel resonant response. This approach

has proved fruitful for studying localized modes as an eigen value
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problem [7], [8] but presents certain difficulties for plasma simulation.

First, the introduction of higher spatial derivatives via FLR terms gives

equations of slightly non standard type for which numerical time advance-

ment methods and appropriate boundary conditions are poorly known.

Secondly, the correct description of parallel kinetic effects involves

orbit integrals which can only be accomplished, in an initial value

calculation, by following individual particle orbits.

A second possibility for extension of previous methods is the

modification of particle simulation methods to allow time steps much

longer than the period for high frequency plasma or cyclotron oscillations.

The possibility of such algorithms was pointed out several years ago [9]

but practical schemes for implementing these implicit methods have been

developed only recently. In one-dimensional electrostatic plasma

simulation, calculations for w <St»l, where to is the electron plasma

frequency and 6t the simulation time step, have been reported [10], [11],

[12]. These methods have also been applied to two-dimensional geometry

[13].

In this report, initial progress in extending implicit field

methods to two-dimensional, electrostatic, magnetized plasma simulation

is reported. During this first three-month phase of our joint project

we have developed a number of LOMEGA (Low OMEGA) simulation codes, and

studied their applicability to low frequency plasma simulation.

In the remainder of this report, two major developments are

described. Section II considers the problem of eliminating cyclotron

frequencies, Q (electrons), ft. (ions), from the simulation. A method

for advancing guiding center positions which retains relevant FLR effects
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is described and some numerical results given. The extension of implicit

field methods to two dimensions is described in Section III. The

algorithm described there eliminates the major technical problems

associated with computer storage and computational load for such methods.

In Section IV, numerical results from implicit field particle simulation

are given. In these simulations, full cyclotron motion for both electrons

and ions is retained but the electrostatic field is implicitly computed.

Finally, in Section V, conclusions and an outline of future work are

presented.

II. Guiding Center Plasma Simulation

In the simulation of low frequency phenomena in a magnetized

plasma, the mode frequency w is far below the electron cyclotron

frequency, m«Q . In this frequency range, particle simulation methods

which follow the gyromotion of individual superparticles become very

inefficient. The simulation time step must satisfy fi 6t<l, to accurately

represent the particle gyromotion. Thus, many time steps N>fi /u»l are

required to follow the development of low frequency plasma modes.

An efficient low frequency plasma simulation model should

eliminate the detailed particle gyration and associated fast time scale.

At the same time, the gyro averaged effects of particle cyclotron motion

should be retained. The appropriate model for such phenomena is the

guiding center plasma simulation (GCPS) model, in which individual

simulation super-particles represent guiding center positions.

The differential equations describing guiding center motion have
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been considered by a number of authors [14], [15], [16]. There have

also been several applications of such equations to plasma simulation

[17], [18], [19]. These previous simulation models have included

various guiding center drifts, such as the lowest order electric drift

and the magnetic gradient drift, but have neglected other effects which

may be important.

In particular, the magnetization current due to diamagnetic

cyclotron motion, J = - V x b yfd3v, (rationalized CGS units are used

throughout) is important for electromagnetic modes, such as finite 3

fluid instabilities. In the above, b the unit vector along the magnetic

field B, u the usual particle magnetic moment, and f the particle

distribution function. If the mode frequency w is below the ion cyclotron

frequency, u«fi., the ion species may also be treated efficiently by

the GCPS model. In this case, the second order electric drift correction

due to finite gyroradius and the polarization drift must be included

in the particle equations of motion and in the source equations for

advancing the electromagnetic field.

Including these additional effects in a complete GCPS model

introduces three major difficulties. First, the difference form of

the single particle electromagnetic force should be consistent with the

single particle sources for the electromagnetic field equations. Since

the guiding center equations of motion involve a number of terms it is

difficult to find a consistent differencing to eliminate particle self

force and thereby assure momentum conservation.

Secondly, the guiding center equations contain spatial derivatives

on the electromagnetic field and on the single particle data. If the
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second order electric drift is included, there are four additional

derivatives introduced in relating the electric charge density, p,

to the electric field, E. Two of these derivatives occur ir. computing

the guiding center motion from E, and two additional derivatives in

computing p from the guiding center data. These additional spatial

derivatives introduce serious problems of numerical stability and

accuracy for GCPS.

A final difficulty of the GCPS method is associated with the

effects of particle inertia on the drift motion. Finite particle mass

introduces the polarization drift and other inertial drifts. These

terms must be integrated in the frame moving with the superparticles.

The rasulting equations are second order in time and contain cyclotron

motion as well as drift motion. It is necessary to supress the former

and retain the latter to study low frequency plasma phenomena.

A method for GCPS including all drifts to second order in the

gyroradius is described here. This method avoids the three difficulties

described above by extending the usual cloud in cell [2] method to

account for the gyroaveraged part of the particle motion.

First consider the usual particle cloud method. In this difference

scheme, the particle charge, q, and current are distributed onto the

spatial computation mesh by the shape factor, s. Thus, the charge and

current density assigned to vertex i of the mesh from a single particle

with position r and velocity v are given by

Pi = q s (ri - rp) (la)
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T - V

We have assumed the cell volume is unity for simplicity.

To eliminate the particle self force- the Lorentz force is

differenced in the consistent manner

fp = I Pi fi

where F is the electromagnetic force on particle p.

Guiding center difference equations are obtained from the above

scheme by expanding all quantities depending on r and v about a guiding

center motion, R and V . The actual particle motion consists of the

motion of the guiding center, plus rapid circular gyromotion about this

center. After expanding about the guiding center position, the resulting

equations are averaged over the rapidly varying gyrophase and terms of

the desired order in gyroradius are retained.

Denoting the instantaneous gyroradius vector by g, the particle

position and velocity is

rP
 =

v = V + g (3b)

This gives the instantaneous charge and current density

s (ri - V
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' V ' ?'vs î ' V

+ 1 gg:ws(ri - R )} (4a)

= q

- V

- V g-vs(ri - R ) - gg-Vs(r. - R )

1 ^ - R p)} s (4b)

where terms of third and higher order in g have been neglected.

Gyroaveraging Eq. (4) gives the desired source equations for

second order GCPS,

- V (5a)

" V ' (5b)

where C is the gyrofrequency at R , where v^2 = V2 - bb:vv, and

where the magnetic moment p is a constant of the particle motion.

The gyroaveraged electromagnetic force is given by Eq. (2) with p.,

J. from Eq. (5). This is easily seen by observing that only the

instantaneous p., Ji in Eq. (2) depend on particle position. There

results
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Two of the difficulties described in the introduction to this

section are avoided by Eqs. (5) and (6). First, the particle self

force is eliminated, since the same charge and current density are used

to compute the electromagnetic sources in Eq. (5) and the electromagnetic

force in Eq. (6). Thus, the gyroaveraged difference equations will

conserve momentum for any shape factor s.

In Eqs. (5) and (6), the higher spatial derivatives introduced

by expansion in g operate on the shape function s rather than on the

electromagnetic field. If s is twice differentiate, the interpolated

charge and current densities given by Eq. (5) are easily evaluated.

Then the difference equations have the usual structure for plasma

simulation by the PIC method, and the numerical stability and accuracy

properties are the same as these conventional PIC simulation algorithms.

As to the third point, the inertial drift effects are included

by advancing the guiding center velocity with finite particle mass.

That is, the guiding center equations of motion are taken as

(7a)

= V

In the application of GCPS, the scale length for variation of the

electromagnetic field, x£, should be much greater than either the mesh

spacing, fix, or the scale length for variation of the particle shape s,
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x . Under these assumptions, Eqs. (5) and (6) give

q(E + V x B) - 4 V B

+ 0(6x/xE, x s/x £)
2. (8)

Neglecting the terras of second order in gyroradius and the

truncation terms in Eq. (8), Eq. (7) becomes the differential equation

obtained by Northrup [16] for guiding center motion. As shown in Ref.

[16], the solution of this differential equation with appropriate

initial conditions contains all inertia! and field gradient drifts.

The effect of error in the initial conditions or of truncation

errors in integrating Eq. (7) is to introduce cyclotron oscillations

in the motion of the guiding center, through the term V x B in Eq. (8).

To supress these high frequency oscillations, the time centering of this

t^rm is chosen to damp cyclotron motion.

Combining this cyclotron dissipative time differencing with the

spatial differencing given by Eqs. (5) - (7) we obtain a numerical

scheme for GCPS. The simplest non trivial geometry for application is

a rectangular x, z domain with y ignorable. To eliminate cross field

diffusion of single particles caused by truncation errors in the time

advancement, the guiding center velocity in the ignorable direction is

replaced by the constant momentum, P .

A suitable time differencing for this geometry is given by a

modified leapfrog scheme in which the V x B term is advanced beyond

the centered time. First, Eq. (5b) is rewritten as
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where the guiding center current is defined by,

J.G = ypb x V S ^ - R p). (10)

Then, the modified leapfrog equations become

w n.i fit r~ r T G
V - V = — ) p. t. + J .~p ~p m L i~i ~i

n + w (nb)

where superscripts represent time levels, and where

Pi = 0 s(ri - ̂ ^ V

J,G = p D x vs(r. - n+1'2 R J , (12b)
-' P ~' ~P

n + !y P

(12c)

and a>l/2 is chosen to damp cyclotron motion of the guiding center.

The conservation of P allows V to be expressed in terms of R ,
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y D

V = -1 =E_ ll4,

where the non ignorable magnetic field is derived from the flux IJJ,

B = -y x 7I)I + B v. In advancing Eq. (lib), the guiding center position

is known at time n + V2. Eq. (14) is expanded about time n + V2 to

estimate n V , where two centering parameters a, for V , V , and

a 1, for V are now introduced. Writing

n+a'R - («' - l/2) n + 3 / 2R + (3/2 a') n + 1 / 2
R -- («' - l/2) n + / 2R n + (3/2 -a') n + / 2R~p ~p ~p

= n+1/2Rp + (a
1 - l/2)6t n + 1V p, (15)

there results the estimate

(B V - B V )], (16)m l pz px px pz ; j' v '

where

Using Eq. (16), Eq. (lib) becomes the two component equations,
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where

and

n + 1V - nU - A In' n """ ' n+1'
px px x v

+ [(a1 - l/2)flxnz - an y]
n + 1V p z, (18a)

"V
- (a1 - l/2)fiy

2 n + ) V n . (18b)

A = — Tp. E. + J . B. - J .x m L i ix iy iz IZ

nV z, (19a)

4 Biy - J?y 8ix

(19b)

(19c)

Ihe implicit difference Eqs. (18) are easily solved as a linear system

to advance the non ignorable components of the guiding center velocity.
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For ||fi||»l it is easily shown that a>l/2, u'>l are sufficient

conditions for stability of this modified leapfrog scheme.

Similar difference equations are obtained for a r, z domain with

6 ignorable. A computer code which solves these equations for electrons

and ions has been written. Figure 1 shows some electron orbits obtained

in a prolate spheromak configuration. These results were obtained for

real electron deuterium mass ratio and for ion gyroradius compared to

syctc^ size of 0.02. The time step used for the electrons was such that

a thermal electron traversed one cell in 10 time steps and the resulting

a f t was 60. The numerical parameters a = .6 and a' =1.2 were used

for these calculations.

III. Implicit Electrostatic Moment Equation Method

In high density plasmas, the electron plasma frequency, to ,

becomes the highest characteristic frequency, exceeding even the electron

cyclotron frequency, w /n » 1 . To study low frequency phenomena in such

plasmas, it is efficient to use a time step much longer than the plasma

oscillation period, to 6t»l. This desired time step is inconsistent with

the stability condition OJ <5t<2 for conventional leapfrog particle pushing

algorithms. [1-3].

The possibility of using implicit field computations, in which

the particles are accelerated in an electromagnetic field determined by

time advanced particle data, was pointed out by Langdon [9]. Recently,

several authors [10-13] have described practical algorithms for implicit

field plasma simulation for the one-dimensional, electrostatic plasma
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and presented results for w 6t»l.

A method for extending such field implicit methods to the two-

dimensional, electrostatic, magnetized plasma is described here. The

major difficulties for such an extension are technical ones associated

with minimizing computer time and storage requirements. Since the

stability and dispersion properties of field implicit algorithms are

described in the literature cited previously, these are discussed only

briefly before deriving the two-dimensional, implicit equations.

Consider the differential equations

q = - o)2f. (20a)

= 9> (20b)

which model the motion of a system of charged simulation superparticles.

If Eqs. (20) are integrated by the conventional leapfrog method, the

difference equations are

n + 1g - ng = - (21a)

(21b)

Assuming the amplification

n+y2
= Z" (22)
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the dispersion re lat ion is easily found to be,

(Z - I ) 2 + u.26t2(Z - 1) + a>26t2 = 0. (23)

As is well known, the roots of Eq. (23) move on the unit circle

with Z ̂  e~ l w + 0(<$t3) for oj<5t«l. As w6t is increased, the propagator

Z moves with amplitude 1 and an increasing phase error up to u>6t = 2.

for w<5t>2 the two roots coalesce at Z = - 1 and one moves outside the

unit circle producing a numerical instability.

If n+I/2f on the right hand side of Eq. (21a) is replaced by

n 2f, where the "time filtered" f is some linear combination including

the time advanced component '2f, the stability restriction on 6t may be

avoided. The choice n+V>2f = j (n+^f + n " ^ f ) w - m reSult in time

centered, second order accurate difference equations, but requires storing

an additional time level of data. A linear combination of 2f and

n 2f requires fewer time levels be stored but the resulting difference

equations will be only first order accurate and thus quite dissipative at

low frequencies.

A convenient time filtering scheme results from the recursive rule

for which the storage requirements are minimized. Proceeding as before,

the dispersion relation for such a scheme is found to be

(2 + u)26t2)Z3 - 5Z2 + 4Z - 1 = 0. (25)
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For o)zt«l, the three roots of Eq. (25) are Z = ~ + 0(ax5t) and

Z = 1 ± io)6t - iu)26t2 + 0(6t3). (26)

Thus, the difference equations have the propagator Z % e
±1(0l5t + 0(<5t3)

and are second order accurate. For w6t increasing the roots of Eq. (25)

move slightly inside the unit circle, so there is weak dissipation of

low frequency modes as well as a third order phase error. As w6t ->• °°

the roots of Eq. (25) move toward the origin. Thus, high frequency

oscillations are strongly damped and removed from the solution. The

loci of the roots of Eq. (25) with ujfit as a parameter are shown in Fig. 2.

When this implicit leapfrog method is applied to electrostatic

particle simulation, the difference equations become

n+1y . " y = 1 5 ! [S*n+1/2E + n+a% x B] ( n + I / 2 r ) , (27a)

2 r . n+'/2 =

~p ~p

n + 1y P

J, (28)
p K ~M

= n + S / 2P, (29a)

V x n+3/2E = 0, (29b)
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and

(30)

In Eq. (27a), 3* represents convolution with the shape factor s which

defines the finite particle shape, and a is a centering parameter which

is taken as 1/2 in the usual case but is retained here for convenience

in relating the field implicit equations of the present section to the

GCPS model of Section II.

Eqs. (27) - (30) are a very large system of coupled ordinary

differential equations for advancing the particle position and velocity

data. It is impractical to solve such a large implicit system.

Fortunately, it is only necessary to solve a much smaller system for the

time advanced electric field n 2E. Then the particles may be advanced

in time in a predictor-corrector manner.

Two derivations of implicit corrector equations for n E have

been given. In the first [10, 11, 13], the moment equations representing

conservation of electric charge and momentum for each simulation species

are combined with Maxwell equations to obtain a system of equations for
n +' 2E on the computational mesh. This system is not closed because of the

unknown dependence of the pressure tensor on the n+ E. However, if the

pressure tensor is computed from the particle data and its dependence on
n '2E is ignored, a closed system of moment equations is obtained.

In a second derivation, [12] the dependence of particle positions
n+/2r on n+'2E is computed directly from the equations of motion, Eqs.

(27). This allows the dependence of 2p on n + / 2E to be estimated, so
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that Eqs. (29) become an implicit system for n+ 2E.

In the limit of many particles and many cells, these two derivations

give the same implicit system. This is shown below, where the field

corrector scheme for Eqs. (27) - (30) is first derived by considering the

moment equations. Then the perturbation in the particle orbits is shown

to produce the same corrector plus higher order terms in 6t which give

a convergence condition for the predictor-corrector scheme similar to

that found in Ref. [11].

In the previously cited implicit algorithms, it is necessary to

accumulate additional quantities over the particle data. For two-

dimensional simulation it is more convenient to advance the particle data

twice but accumulate only the charge densities for each species. This

predictor-corrector method reduces the computer storage and time

requirements, compared with the earlier algorithms.

The first step for the field implicit method described here is
3/

the advancement of the particle data with some predicted n 2E. The

choice n+'2E~n~/2l -js used to obtain a predicted charge density for each

species,

V - ny p = ^ [ S * n ~ / 2 E + n + acyp * B](n + 1 / 2 rp ) (31a)

rP -
 n + y 2r P • « ? P

and
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Ps = qs [s(r - rp) (32)

The sum in Eq. (32) is taken over all particles of a given species, s.

Next, the electric field is corrected by the moment equations

corresponding to Eqs. (27) for particle motion. Taking into account

the time centering in Eq. (27), these are

. n+'/2 + 6 W . n + . = 0>
s s -~s

= <5t -5- [- S*n+/*p S*V n+H + n + ° c J x B ] , (33b)
Hi 5 — S «-

n+ac, n+i,
~s = ac ~s

where p is the change density and Js the current density for species s,

and the time filtered Maxwell equations,

2E = - V <}), (34a)

<f> = TT ( 4> + ^) (34b)

s

n + \ . (34c)

The pressure tensor in Eq. (33a) is computed explicitly from the particle

- 21 -
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Eqs. (33) and (34) may be reduced to a single scalar equation for

correcting <p. First, note that the predictor particle advance by Eqs. (31)

and (32) has advanced a set of predictor moment equations which differ from

Eqs. (33) and (34) in that p, J are replaced by p, 3 and n +^ 2$ by n~'/2$.

Taking the difference of these moment equations gives

where

6p. + St V-6J = 0 (35a)
s ~ s

= - S* *F" S*

6ps = n+V2ps " V (36a)

- Js, (36b)

- /2*, (36c)

ws2 = £tf__i
 n+1^p (36d)

z ms

and

q
J2 = a fit -~ B. (36e)
~ c m —

Combining Eqs. (35) and (34) gives a single scalar equation for the

correction 5<j>,
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V-T-VSif) = - V2" ni> - S* I p s, (37)

where the tensor opera tor "¥ is

T = T + s*2 Jois2 f f + as x¥)~ \ (38)
s

where ty = S*4> (and similarly for correction quantities), and whereT"

is the unit (identity) tensor.

To complete the time step, the particle data is corrected by

advancing Eqs. (27) with

If necessary for accuracy, the field corrector, particle

corrector steps may be iterated by S* '2E = - Vi|T with q the iteration
n- V - ~ " anumber, if" is chosen as ty. At each iteration, p H is computed by

advancing the particle data with ip". Then Eq. (37) is solved for &\jr
q

with the right side replaced by -V2i^q - S* Jp .

The convergence of such an iteration is very rapid for long

wavelength modes satisfying kv,6t«l, where k is the mode wavenumber

and v_ the particle thermal velocity. To show this, consider the

correction to the particle data resulting from a correction in <j>, &<\P.

From Eqs. (27), the change in particle position at time n+3/2 is

qs6t
2 ^ s

rP - 7 5 ^ i s 2* _i



Following Langdon [9], the change in the electric charge density

associated with this change in particle positions is

fos(v)6rs(r, y)d
3v, (41)

where the plasma is assumed nearly uniform with unperturbed distribution

function f for each species. Eq. (41) holds under the assumption of
05

many particles of small extent and with many cells.

Recalling that 8^ in Eq. (40) is evaluated at
n+Vzr = n+^2r - n + 1v 6t, and Fourier analyzing in space % e i k * r , Eqs. (40)

and (41) are combined to give

6ps = - Ws
2(T+ 9s x 1)"' :kk(l - ikzvT

26t2 + ... ) (42)

In Eq. (42) it is assumed that kvy6t«l and that the equilibrium specified

by f has no current.

Using Eq. (42) the convergence of the particle corrector-field

corrector iteration may be examined. Subtracting the field corrector for

successive iterates gives the recursion

..q+i , lY-*0:kk
24 = I k2vT

z6t2 — (43)
64* 2 T T:kk

When u
s2 <5t» 1, the above amplification approaches ^ 2 v T

2 6 t . Thus, the

iteration converges provided

kmax VT6t < A (44)
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and convergence is very rapid for long wavelength modes.

Finally, Eq. (42) may be used directly in Eqs. (34) to obtain

the field corrector in Eq. (37), if the terms proportional to fit1* are

neglected. This shows the equivalence of the implicit moment equation

[10, 11, 13] method to the method in which the perturbed particle

positions are considered directly [12].

If the GCPS model is used to advance the particle data, the

field corrector is unchanged. This is obvious from the moment equation

method, because the only change is in the pressure tensor ~T if guiding

centers rather than gyrating particles are advanced in time. Since "t̂

is held fixed during the correction, Eq. (37) will give the field

corrector for GCPS as well as for the Lorentz force model described by

Eq. (27).

In the next section, some numerical results from Lorentz force

LOMEGA codes are described.

IV. Numerical Simulation Results

For a nearly uniform plasma, the field corrector oi Eq. (37) may

be efficiently solved by a global iteration based on fast Fourier

transform (FFT) techniques. If 6<y is an arbitrary approximation to 6$,

the error in Eq. (37) is

I f 6<j>q+1 is to be the exact solution 6(f>,
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(46)

A rapidly convergent iteration is obtained from Eq. (46) by

replacing "̂ f" by i ts spatial average

h

where the sum is taken over all mesh points. The resulting global

iteration scheme

= 1,2, , (48)

is readily solved by applying FFT to both sides, since <*T> is constant

operator.

Using such an iteration, the linear dispersion of a uniform

magnetized plasma is studied numerically, with the field implicit method

of Section III. The convergence of the scheme in Eq. (48) is very

rapid with |Eq+1|/|Eq| ̂  .1-.3. No iteration of the field-particle

corrector was found necessary.

The numerical results for a two-dimensional plasma (B perpendicular

to simulation plane) show the properties of the LOMEGA algorithm. First,

because modes with w<5t > 1 are damped, total energy is not conserved.

Rather, there is a slow decay of the system energy. The usefulness of

such a scheme depends on this energy decay time being very long compared

to times of interest.

The behavior of the energy decay time with simulation parameters
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is illustrated in Table 1.

Table 1 : Energy decay time, T, for various simulation parameters

1

i

9

9

4

10

4

4

2

2

2

3

4.4-10 3

6.6 .10 3

4 .4 .10"

1.6-105

In these simulations w e6t and vT 6t are held fixed at 0.5. The ions

are infinitely massive and form a fixed, charge neutralizing background,

A computational mesh of 64 x 64 cells is used. In various simulations;

n, the average number of particles per cell; <5t, the time step; and a,

the Gaussian shaped particle width are varied.

As can be seen from these results, the IOMEGA algorithm allows

time steps (apparently) arbitrarily large, exceeding the usual explicit

limit. Further, the energy conservation is quite good for reasonable

simulation parameters of n and a.

A more detailed measure of the simulation results is provided by

fluctuation spectra obtained from the thermal simulation plasma. For the

previously described simulation with n = 9, a = 3, and 6t = 4 some

preliminary results are shown in Figure 3. The symmetry of this data

indicates that the sample is from a nearly stationary state. The peaks
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present may be identified as the first few electron Bernstein modes.

A detailed comparison of these spectra with a theory which includes

the effects of implicit time differencing will be carried out. In addition,

the fluctuation data shows a large amount of energy at nearly oi = 0.

This peak which is suppressed in Fig. 3 occurs at a frequency much lower

than any characteristic plasma frequency and may be associated with

inaccurate representation of the to = 0 convective mode, with lack of

exact energy conservation, or with some other numerical effect. These

points are the subject of continuing investigation.

V. Discussion and Conclusions

The methods described in this report have been applied to low

frequency plasma simulation for the two-dimensional, magnetized,

electrostatic plasma. For the case of nearly uniform plasma density, the

solution of the implicit field corrector given by Eq. (37) is efficiently

accomplished by a global iteration in which the tensor operator T is

approximated by its average over the computational domain. This approxi-

mate problem is then inverted by a FFT technique to produce a rapidly

convergent iterative method.

Results using the implicit field algorithm and advancing the

particles by the Lorentz force, Eqs. (27), show stability for u> fit £ 1.

As predicted by the model dispersion relation, Eq. (26), high frequency

plasma oscillations are damped strongly, while lower frequency (Bernstein)

modes are very weakly damped.

These methods will be applied in the future to study transit
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frequency and drift frequency phenomena in realistic geometry. In the

next phase of our joint work, the dispersion properties of both the field

implicit Lorentz force method and the field implicit GCPS method will be

studied in the uniform rectangular plasma. After this work is completed,

the implicit methods will be extended to non-periodic geometry and to r,

z geometry, and combined with a magnetostatic algorithm for advancing the

magnetic field and the transverse electric field. This will provide the

capability to investigate many axisymmetric phenomena in an inhomogeneous

plasma.

In the longer term, three-dimensional effects may be included,

by linearizing in a single mode with respect to the ignorable direction

or by considering the nonlinear interaction of many modes. Such a low

frequency code would be appropriate to investigate drift frequency

turbulence in realistic geometries with realistic plasma parameters of

electron ion mass ratio, plasma frequency, and cyclotron frequency.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 : Guiding center particle orbits in an elongated spheromak

configuration. To picture the elongation of about 10 to 1, the

z scale is shortened by 5 times compared to the r scale. The

peak toroidal field is small (0.033) compared to the poloidal

field. Panel (a) shows the poloidal flux surfaces for the

configuration. In (b), the |B| contours show the dominance of

the poloidal field producing strong mirroring with the minimum

B near the turning points of the flux surfaces. Panel (c)

shows the drift orbit of an electron trapped in such a mirror

and in (d) the orbit of a passing electron is pictured.

Fig. 2 : Loci of roots of model dispersion relation for implicit leapfrog

scheme. As m6t increases, the two roots representing the

propagator move nearly on the unit circle, then toward the

origin at higher frequencies. Thus low u modes are accurately

reproduced, while high oi modes are removed from the algorithm.

Fig. 3 : Fluctuation spectrum for medium wavelength Bernstein modes.

The power spectral density (in arbitrary units) is plotted

versus the frequency (in units of oo ). The spectrum very near

a) = 0 is suppressed.
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